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Let A be a commutative CU-algebra with identity and open unit ball B. We
study holomorphic functions F: B “ B that are idempotent under composition
and establish necessary and sufficient conditions for a set R : B to be the image
of B under such an idempotent function. In other words, R is a holomorphic
.retract of B. In order to achieve this result, a representation for linear idempo-
tents of the algebra must be attained. The linear part of a holomorphic idempotent
taking 0 to 0 is idempotent itself, and thus the linear representation can be used to
prove several identities relating the linear and holomorphic idempotents, giving the
main result. Q 2000 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Holomorphic functions that are idempotent under composition F ( F s
. nF in the unit polydisk of C and the holomorphic retracts of the polydisk
w xwere studied by Heath and Suffridge 4 for the purpose of proving a
w xhigher-dimensional analog to Shields' result 9 that commuting families of
analytic functions in the open unit disk with continuous extension to the
boundary have a common fixed point in the closed disk. A holomorphic
.retract is the image of a holomorphic idempotent. Heath and Suffridge
characterized the idempotents and retracts by utilizing an interesting
connection between a holomorphic idempotent fixing 0 and its lineariza-
w xtion at 0. Consult 1 for an exposition of this and related ideas.
1 The material presented in this article represents part of the author's Ph.D. thesis at the
University of Kentucky under the direction of Ted J. Suffridge.
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In this article, we provide a generalization of these results to the open
U unit ball of a commutative C -algebra with identity. With the supremum
n .norm, C is such an algebra. The following is our main result.
 .THEOREM 1.1 classification of holomorphic retracts . Let A be a com-
mutati¤e CU-algebra with identity and let B be the open unit ball of A. The
necessary and sufficient conditions for a set R : B with 0 g R to be a0 0
holomorphic retract of B are
 .a R is a holomorphic Banach manifold,0
 . h .b there exists a projection P of A onto T R , the holomorphic0 0
5 5tangent space of R at 0, such that P s 1, and0
 . h .c there exists a holomorphic function G: B l T R “ B l ker P0 0
that is uniquely determined by P such that G has terms only of degree G 2
and
R s x q G x : x g B l T h R . 1.1 .  .  . 40 0 0
 .A set R : B is a holomorphic retract of B if and only if R s F R for some0
biholomorphic automorphism F of B and holomorphic retract R of B that0
contains 0.
w xIt is known 2 that the group of biholomorphic automorphisms of the
unit ball in any CU-algebra with identity contains functions that exchange a
given member of the ball with 0. The following proposition then follows by
w xthe same argument provided in 4 .
PROPOSITION 1.2. Let B be the open unit ball of a CU-algebra with
identity, let F: B “ B be a holomorphic idempotent, and without loss of
 .  .generality, let F 0 s 0. If F k 0, then P s DF 0 , the Frechet deri¤ati¤e of FÂ
 . 5 5at 0, is a linear idempotent i.e., projection such that P s 1.
As the previous proposition indicates, to prove Theorem 1.1, an under-
standing of these linear idempotents is helpful. Such an analysis is pro-
vided in Section 2. The key result of that section is Theorem 2.3, which,
although interesting for its own sake, is useful in Section 3 to prove several
identities relating a holomorphic idempotent to its linear term. Theorem
1.1 is then proved in Section 4.
Throughout this article, A will denote a commutative CU-algebra with
identity and open unit ball B. The group of biholomorphic automorphisms
of B will referred to as Aut B. From the Gelfand]Naimark theorem, A is
 .isometrically )-isomorphic to the algebra C X , of continuous complex-
valued functions on the compact Hausdorff space X of maximal ideals of
A, with the supremum norm. On occasion, we will choose continuous
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w xfunctions p: X “ 0, 1 that follow from the Urysohn lemma without
drawing attention to it.
 .2. THE REPRESENTATION OF PROJECTIONS IN C X
 .  .Let P be a projection linear idempotent of norm 1 on C X , D s
  ..  .P C X , and let M X be the Banach space of all regular complex Borel
 .U  .  .measures on X. Define l g C X for each x g X by l f s Pf x .x x
5 5 5 5  .Clearly l F 1 because P s 1. Let m g M X be the unique mea-Ã xx
sure corresponding to l by the Riesz representation theorem. As ax
consequence of the Radon]Nikodym theorem, there is a function w gx
1 . < < < <L X, m such that w ’ 1 and dm s w dm , where m s m . ThisÃ Ã Ãx x x x x x x
establishes the representation
Pf x s fw dm , f g C X , x g X . 2.1 .  .  .H x x
X
By definition, m is a positive measure on X, and from the equalityx
5 5 5 5  .m s l , we deduce that m X F 1.Ã x xx
The following terms and notation will be valuable throughout this
section.
DEFINITION 2.1. For each x g X, define the set K to be the supportx
Ã .of m the smallest compact subset of X of full m -measure , and fix Xx x
s D K . Let U be the collection of all open sets V : X with thex g X x
 .  .property that if f g C X such that f x s 0 for all x g X _V, then
Ã ÃPf s 0, and let U s X _ X. Denote the set of all x g X for which there is
<  . < 5 5a c g D such that c x s c / 0 by Q, let K be the collection of all
K : Q satisfying K s K for all x g K, and put S s D K. Lastly, letx K g K
Ã  .Z consist of all x g X such that c x s 0 for all c g D.
ÃDEFINITION 2.2. We define an equivalence relation on X by x ; y for
Ã <  . < <  . <x, y g X if and only if c x s c y for all c g D. Let E be thex
Ãequivalence class containing x, and let E denote the collection Xr; of
all equivalence classes.
ÃNotice that E forms a partition of X by compact sets. If Z / B, then
Z g E. This is the main result of the section.
THEOREM 2.3. For e¤ery E g E such that E / Z, there is a unique Borel
probability measure m on E such thatE
c x .
Pf x s f u dm u , f g C X , x g E, 2.2 .  .  .  .  .H Ec u .E
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<where c g D is any function that satisfies c / 0. Moreo¤er, for any y g X,E
Pf y s Pf dm , f g C X , 2.3 .  .  .ÃH yÃX
 .  .where the integrand in 2.3 is determined by 2.2 . In the case that y g E for
 .   .  ..  .some E g E , then dm u s c y rc u dm u .Ã y E
In the interest of clarity, the proof of Theorem 2.3 is broken up into
several lemmas and the concluding remarks of the section.
 .The following examples of projections in C X algebras clarify the
importance of Definitions 2.1 and 2.2, as well as preview some of the ideas
needed to be addressed in the proof of Theorem 2.3.
w x  . 1r3  .EXAMPLE 2.4. Let A s C 0, 1 , let I f s H f t dt, and define P by0
¡f x if 0 F x F 1r3, .~ 3 x y 1 I f q 2 y 3 x f 1r3 if 1r3 F x F 2r3, .  .  .  .Pf x s . ¢I f if 2r3 F x F 1, .
w xf g C 0, 1 .
It is simple to verify that P is a projection. Notice that Pf relies only upon
w x  . w xthe behavior of f over 0, 1r3 . Also, the values of Pf x for x g 1r3, 2r3
 .rely upon f 1r3 to varying degrees. For instance, the measure m inÃ1r2
 . w x  .2.3 is given for Borel sets in 0, 1r3 by m s m q d r2, where m isÃ1r2 1r3
Lebesgue measure and d is the unit point mass measure based1r3
at 1r3.
 .EXAMPLE 2.5. Let D be the open unit disk in C, and let A s C D .
Define P by
1¡ 2p i t iuyt .f re e dt if r ) 0, .Hiu ~Pf re s f g C D . 2.4 .  .  .2p 0¢
0 if r s 0,
A simple calculation verifies P is well defined and is a projection of norm
 41. The sets in E are the circles centered at 0 and the singleton set 0 ,
which is also the set Z. The measure m , for a given z / 0, is normalizedz
< <Lebesgue measure for the circle of radius z .
We now begin the proof of Theorem 2.3.
LEMMA 2.6. If V g U, then V : U. Moreo¤er, U g U.
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Ã .  .Proof. Suppose that f g C X such that f u s 0 for all u g X. That
U g U follows from the equality
Pf x s fw dm s 0, x g X . . H x x
K x
Let V : X be open so that V › U. It suffices to show that there is a
 .  .function f g C X such that f u s 0 for all u g X _V, yet Pf / 0. Let
 .u g V l D K . There is an open set W : V such that u g W : Wx g X x
 .: V. Let x g X such that K l W / B. Then m K l W ) 0. Let p:x x x
w x  .  .X “ 0, 1 be continuous such that p u s 1 for all u g W and p u s 0
 .for all u g X _V. By Lusin's theorem, there is a function w g C X such
5 5  .  .   .that w s 1 and m X _ H - m K l W r2, where H s u g X : w ux x x
 .4  .  .  .s w u . Note that m X _ H s m K _ H . Because m K l W _ Hx x x x x x
 .  .  .F m K _ H - m K l W r2, we conclude that m K l W l H )x x x x x x
 .  .m K l W r2. Since w u w u s 1 for all u g H, .x x x
P pw x s p dm q pww dm . .  . H Hx x x
K lH K _ Hx x
But then
pww dm F m K _ H - m K l W l H F p dm .  .H Hx x x x x x x
K _ H K lHx x
 .verifies that P pw / 0, and hence V f U.
Ã .  .  .COROLLARY 2.7. If f , g g C X such that f x s g x for all x g X,
then Pf s Pg.
LEMMA 2.8. If x g X and « ) 0, then there is a function c g D such that
5 5 <  . < 5 5c F 1 and c x ) m y « .x
 . 5 5Proof. By Lusin's theorem, there is a w g C X such that w s 1 and
 .   .  .4m H - «r2, where H s u g X : w u / w u . Thenx x
Pw x s ww dm q m K _ H . 2.5 .  .  .H x x x x
K lHx
 . 5 5Now m K _ H ) m y «r2, and the integral on the right-hand side ofx x x
 .2.5 can be verified to have modulus less than «r2. Therefore setting
c s Pw completes the proof.
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<  . < 5 5LEMMA 2.9. Let x g Q, and let c g D such that c x s c / 0. Then
c x .
w u s , u g K 2.6 .  .x xc u .
 . 5 5satisfies 2.1 . Furthermore, m s 1.x
Proof. Under our hypotheses,
5 5 < < 5 5 5 5 5 5c s Pc x F c dm F c m F c . . H x x
K x
Therefore all above inequalities become equalities. This verifies that
5 5m s 1 and also establishes thatx
< < 5 5 w xc s c , a.e. m . 2.7 .x
 .Actually, continuity forces 2.7 to hold everywhere on K . The twox
equalities
c u c u .  .
w u dm u s 1 and w u s 1 2.8 .  .  .  .H x x xc x c x .  .K x
 .  .  . w xshow that w u s c x rc u a.e. m . To assume that equality holdsx x
 .everywhere in K does not violate 2.1 .x
The following corollaries follow immediately from Lemma 2.9, the first
 .from 2.7 and the second from the Tietze extension theorem applied to
Re w and Im w .x x
COROLLARY 2.10. If x g Q, then K : Q.x
COROLLARY 2.11. For x g Q, the function w can be assumed to bex
continuous o¤er all of X.
LEMMA 2.12. Let x g Q. Then for each y g K , K / B and K : K .x y y x
<  . < 5 5Proof. Let c g D such that c x s c / 0. Then K : Q, and cx
 .has constant modulus over K , which allows 2.6 to hold with any y g Kx x
in place of x. Suppose that there is a point y g K for which K › K ,0 x y x0
w xand let u g K _ K . There is a continuous function p: X “ 0, 1 with0 y x0
 .  .  .p u s 1 and p y s 0 for all y g K . By 2.6 ,0 x
0 s p dm s P pw x s P pw w dm . .  .H Hx x x x x
K Kx x
s p u dm u dm y s P pw y dm y . .  .  .  .  . .H H Hy x y x
K K Kx y x
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Since p is positive in K ,y0
P pw y s p dm ) 0. . . Hy 0 y0 0
K y0
 . .If y ‹ P pw y is continuous from K into C, then a contradictiony x
 . .results because P pw y G 0. Clearlyy
P pw u y P pw y F P pw y P pw .  . .  . .  .u y u y
q P pw u y P pw y . 2.9 .  .  . .  .y y
 .  .The map y ‹ P pw is continuous from K into D by 2.6 and they x
 .continuity of P. Moreover, since P pw is, itself, a continuous function,y
we can find a neighborhood V of y so that both terms on the right-hand
 .side of 2.9 will be sufficiently small for u g V, proving the desired
continuity.
 .We now consider the sets K and S. See Definition 2.1. Notice that the
members of K are pairwise disjoint.
LEMMA 2.13. For e¤ery x g Q, there is a K g K such that K : K .x
Proof. For each y g K , B / K : K by Lemma 2.12. The Hausdorffx y x
maximality theorem guarantees a maximal totally ordered with respect to
.  4set containment collection K for elements x g K . Let K s F K .x a x a xa a
 4If K s B, then X _ K is an open cover of X. But any finite subcoverxa
has a ``largest'' member, whose complement is nonempty and equal to K.
Therefore K / B. Finally, if y g K, then K : K for each a , and as ay xa
result, K : K. Maximality forces K s K, and hence K g K.y y
ÃLEMMA 2.14. The set S is dense in X.
Proof. We will show that X _S : U. Suppose, instead, that there is an
Ã .  .f g C X such that Pf / 0, but f y s 0 for all y g S. There exists x g X
<  . < 5 5such that Pf x s Pf . But x g Q, and hence there is a K g K such
 .that K : K . It follows that Pf y s 0 for y g K because K : S. But Pfx
 . <  . <should have constant modulus over K by 2.7 , contradicting Pf x / 0.x
 .Therefore if f y s 0 for all y g S, then Pf s 0. The same holds for S in
place of S.
LEMMA 2.15. Each function c g D has constant modulus o¤er each
K g K.
<  . < <  . <Proof. Let K g K, and choose x g K such that c x s sup c u .ug K
Then
c x s Pc w dm F c u w u dm u dm y . 2.10 .  .  .  .  .  .  .H H Hx x y y x
K K K
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For any y g K,
< <cw dm F c dm F c x . 2.11 .  .H Hy y y
K K
 .  .Combining 2.10 and 2.11 yields
c x F c u w u dm u dm y .  .  .  .  .H H y y x
K K
F c x dm u s c x .  .  .H x
K
5 5because m s 1. Therefore the above inequalities become equalities,x
 .forcing the left-hand and right-hand sides of 2.11 to be equal. Thus
<  . < <  . <c u s c x for all u g K.
Ã 5 5LEMMA 2.16. For all x g X, K : E . If E / Z, then m s 1.x x x x
 4Proof. We need only consider the case E / Z. Let V be thex a a g I
system of open neighborhoods of x in X where I is partially ordered so
that b G a implies V : V . By Lemma 2.14, for each a g I, there is ab a
K g K such that K l V / B. To prove the first part of the lemma, wea a a
show that
K : H : E , where H s K . 2.12 .F Dx a x a b
bGaagI
Observe that x g H for every a g I.a
 .Suppose that the left-most containment of 2.12 is false. Then let a g I
so that K › H . Pick y g K _ H , and let W : X be open such thatx a x a
 .y g W and W l H s B. Clearly, m K l W ) 0, and thus, by Lemmaa x x
5 5 <  . <  .2.8, there is a function c g D such that c F 1 and c x ) m K _W .x x
w x  .Let p: X “ 0, 1 be continuous such that p u s 1 for u g H anda
 .  . .  .p u s 0 for u g W. If u g K for b G a , then P pc u s c u is ab
 .result of 2.1 . Continuity extends this equality to all u g H . Specifically,a
<  . . < <  . <P pc x s c x . However,
P pc x s pcw dm , .  . H x x
K _Wx
<  . . <  .and thus P pc x F m K _W , a contradiction.x x
Ã < <  . < <  . < <Let y g X _ E . For some c g D, « s c x y c y ) 0. Let a g Ix
< <  . < <  . < <such that u g V implies c x y c u - «r2. Because K l V / Ba b a
< <  . < <  . < <for b G a , Lemma 2.15 forces c x y c u F «r2 for all u g H .a
 .Now y f H for some a g I, proving 2.12 .a
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<  . < <  . <Because c u s c x for all u g K and c g D, the equalities inx
 . 5 52.8 hold for general c g D, showing that m s 1 if E / Z.x x
Ã .COROLLARY 2.17. Equation 2.6 holds for all x g X and all c g D that
are nonzero at x.
LEMMA 2.18. Let E g E. For any x, y g E, m s m .x y
 .Proof. Let f g C X . The case E s Z is trivial. Choose c g D that is
nonzero on E. By Corollary 2.17,
c x .
2Pf x s P f x s Pf y dm y . .  .  .  .H xc y .K x
 .Since Pf has constant modulus over E, and hence K Lemma 2.16 ,x
Pf y c x Pf y c x .  .  .  .
dm y s 1 and s 1. 2.13 .  .H xPf x c y Pf x c y .  .  .  .K x
 .The right equality of 2.13 now holds without taking the modulus of the
left-hand side whenever y g K . For such y,x
c y c y .  .
f dm s Pf y s Pf x s f u dm u . .  .  .  .ÃH Hy xc x c u .  .E E
Since f is arbitrary, the uniqueness of m from the Riesz representationÃ y
theorem implies that
c y c y .  .
dm u s dm u s dm u . .  .  .Ãy y xc u c u .  .
This, in turn, implies that m s m , provided that y g K .x y x
If y f K but K l K / B, then m s m s m for a given u g K lx x y x u y x
w xK from above. Otherwise, K l K s B. Let p: X “ 0, 1 be continuousy x y
 .  .with p u s 1 for all u g K and p u s 0 for all u g K . If c g D isx y
 . .  .nonzero on E, then an easy calculation shows that P pc x s c x / 0
 . .  .and P pc y s 0, contradicting that P pc has constant modulus on E.
We now complete the proof of Theorem 2.3.
Proof of Theorem 2.3. Let m s m for any x g E, which is wellE x
defined and unique by Lemma 2.18. If E / Z, then there is a c g D such
<  .  .that c / 0. Corollary 2.17 implies 2.2 , and 2.3 is clear from theE
Ãdefinitions of m and X and the idempotency of P.Ã y
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The following corollary follows from Theorem 2.3 and will be useful in
Section 3.
COROLLARY 2.19. Let x, y g E for some E g E. Then the mapping
c x .
c ‹ g ›D 2.14 .
c y .
 .is constant o¤er all c g D for which c k 0 on E. Therefore w u defined asx
 .  .in 2.6 for all u g E is consistent with 2.1 .
 .3. HOLOMORPHIC IDEMPOTENTS IN C X
We now apply Theorem 2.3 to analyze holomorphic idempotents of B.
Ã Ã ÃBecause the set Q is dense in X, X _ Z is dense in X. The primary
Ãtechnique of proof in this section involving X is to prove continuous
functions to be equal on this set. It is therefore sufficient to consider only
Ãthe points in X _ Z. Accordingly, throughout this section, given any E g E ,
assume that E / Z.
 .Let F: B “ B be a holomorphic idempotent such that F 0 s 0. As our
results will be trivial for the case F ’ 0, suppose otherwise. Let P ,k
k s 1, 2, . . . , be the terms of the homogeneous expansion of F about 0,
and let P s P . Proposition 1.2 shows that Theorem 2.3 applies to P. The1
w xfollowing theorems generalize a portion of 4, Theorem 2 .
THEOREM 3.1. For each E g E , the identity
F f y s w y F f x 3.1 .  .  .  .  .  .x
 .holds for all x, y g E and f g C X .
Proof. Let x g E and define M : B by
M s h g B : h u s w u h x for all u g E . 3.2 .  .  .  . 4x
 .  .Combining Theorem 2.3 and Corollary 2.19 shows that Ph x s h x for
 . .all h g M. Consider the holomorphic function F ? x : B “ D, and for
h g M, write
‘
F h x s h x q P h x . .  .  .  .  . k
ks2
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<  . < 5 5An h g M such that h x s h exists by Corollary 2.19. The function
‘
kF lh x s lh x q l P h x 3.3 .  .  .  .  .  . k
ks2
is analytic in l as a function of D into D. By Schwarz's lemma,
5 5F lh x F F lh F lh s lh x . 3.4 .  .  .  .  .
 .  .  . .It follows from 3.3 and 3.4 that l ‹ F lh x rl is analytic with a
removable singularity at l s 0,
F lh x F lh x .  .  .  .
F h x , and lim s h x . .  .
l ll“0
 . .The maximum principle forces the mapping l ‹ F lh x rl to be con-
 . .stant. As a result, P h x s 0 for all k G 2 and h g M such thatk
<  . < 5 5h x s h .
 .Now let h g M satisfy h x / 0, k G 2, « ) 0, and let U : X be open
< <  . < <  . < <such that h x y h u - « for all u g U. Clearly, E : U. If E s X,
 . .then it is immediate that P h x s 0 for all h g M, so assume otherwise.k
By the regularity of the topological space X, assume that U / X. Let p:
w x  .  .X “ 0, 1 be continuous such that p u s 1 for all u g E and p u s 0
w xfor all u g X _U. In turn, define q: X “ 0, 1 by
h u .
q u s min p u , p u , u g X . .  .  . 5h u .
 .  .Notice that q is continuous, q u s 1 for all u g E, and f ‹ qh q 1 y p f
 . is a holomorphic mapping of C X into itself. It is a first degree
.polynomial. Even more, this mapping takes B into M because for u g E,
q u h u q 1 y p u f u s h u . .  .  .  .  . .
5 5 <  . <If f g B is such that f - h x , then pointwise calculation gives
qh q 1 y p f s q x h x q 1 y p x f x , .  .  .  .  . .
  . . .  and therefore P qh q 1 y p f x s 0. The mapping f ‹ P qh q 1 yk k
. . .p f x is holomorphic from B into C and is 0-valued in the open set
 5 5 <  . <4f g B: f - h x , and hence is identically 0.
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 .  . .Fix g s qh q 1 y p h. Then P g x s 0. If u g U, thenk
h x .
h u y g u s h u p u y q u F h u p u y p u .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .
h u .
< < < < < <s p u h u y h x - « . .  .  .
 .  .Because g u s h u for all u g X _U, we have that for any « ) 0, there
5 5  . .is a g g B with h y g - « such that P g x s 0 for all k G 2. Hencek
 . .P h x s 0 for all h g M and k G 2.k
For any y g E, Theorem 2.3 and Corollary 2.19 imply
c y c y c x .  .  .
Pf y s f u dm u s w y f u dm u .  .  .  .  .  .H HE x Ec u c u c y .  .  .E E
s w y Pf x . .  .x
Suppose that P is the least degree term such thatn
P f y / w y P f x .  .  .  .  .n x n
 . for some y g E. Then n G 2. For all m - n, P f g M. The Cauchym
w x  . .  . .estimates 5 imply that P f g B. Hence P ( P f x s 0 for allm k m
f g B and k G 2 from above. Therefore if l is the least integer such that
 . .P ( P ? x k 0, then l G n andk l
P ( F f x s P ( P f x q ??? .  .  .  .k k l
 . .follows by writing P as a k-linear form. When k G 2, P ( F ? x hask k
terms only of degree G kn ) n. As a result,
‘
F f x s F ( F f x s P ( F f x q P ( F f x , 3.5 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . k
ks2
 .where all of the terms in the sum on the right-hand side of 3.5 are of
 . .degree ) n. By the uniqueness of the homogeneous expansion, P f xn
 . .s P ( P f x . By a similar argument,n
P f y s P ( P f y s w y P ( P f x s w y P f x , .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .n n x n x n
which contradicts our choice of n. Therefore there is no least integer n.
THEOREM 3.2. The following identities hold for F and P in B.
 .a P ( F ( P s P.
 .b F ( P ( F s F.
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Ã  .Proof. Let x g X, and define M as in 3.2 for the set E s E . Itx
 . .follows from the proof of Theorem 3.1 that P h x s 0 for each h g Mk
and k G 2. Clearly, if c g B l D, then c g M by Corollary 2.19. It
 . .  .  .follows from our expansion of F that F c x s Pc x s c x for all
Ãx g X and c g B l D. Accordingly, if f g B, then Pf g B l D, and
Ã . .  .therefore F ( P f x s Pf x for all x g X. By Corollary 2.7, P( F(
 . 2P f s P f s Pf for all f g B.
Now
F ( P ( F c s F ( P ( F ( P c s F ( P c s F c .  .  .  .
for all c g B l D. If F ( P ( F / F, then
‘
F f y F ( P ( F f s R f , f g B , 3.6 .  .  .  . k
ksn
for homogeneous polynomials R of degree k with R k 0. Moreover, fork n
 .all k G n, R c s 0 if c g B l D. The identity F ( F s F used repeat-k
 .edly in 3.6 gives
‘ ‘
R f s R F f , f g B. 3.7 .  .  . . n k
ksn ksn
 .  .  .Equating the terms of degree n in 3.7 shows that R f s R Pf forn n
f g B, contradicting R k 0, and thus F ( P ( F s F on B.n
The next theorem will be particularly helpful in Section 4 when we
characterize the holomorphic retracts of the ball.
THEOREM 3.3. There exists a holomorphic idempotent G: B “ B such
 .  .  .  .  . .  .that G B s F B , DG 0 s P s DF 0 , and G f x s Pf x for all f g B
Ãand x g X.
Proof. We will show that G s F ( P satisfies the conclusions of the
 .  .theorem. Clearly, G 0 s 0, and the proof of part a of Theorem 3.2
Ã . .  .shows that G f x s Pf x for all f g B and x g X. That G is idempo-
 .  .  .tent is given by either part of Theorem 3.2, and DG 0 s DF 0 DP 0 s
P 2 s P by the chain rule.
 .  .  .Clearly, F ( P B : F B because P B : B. Conversely, if f g B, then
 .  .  .  .  .by Theorem 3.2, F f s F ( P ( F f g F ( P B , and thus G B s F B .
We pause to make the observation that it is possible for two distinct
holomorphic idempotent mappings to have the same linear term and map
2 wonto the same retract. An example in the case A s C concludes 4, Sect.
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x3 . The preceding theorem addresses this situation in a way useful to us in
the following section.
4. THE HOLOMORPHIC RETRACTS OF THE OPEN
UNIT BALL
We will now use the identities developed in Section 3 to prove Theorem
1.1. If Y and Z are vector spaces, X s Y [ Z, W : Y, and f : W “ Z,
  . 4then denote the graph of f by gr f s x q f x : x g W : X.
The following lemma gives a method of constructing holomorphic re-
tracts of B, providing a converse of work to come.
5 5LEMMA 4.1. Let P: A “ A be a projection such that P s 1, and let
 .D s P A . If G: B l D “ B l ker P is a holomorphic function, then
R s gr G is a holomorphic retract of B, pro¤ided that R : B.
Proof. Let F s P q G( P. Clearly, P (G ’ 0, and therefore
F ( F s P 2 q P (G( P q G( P 2 q P (G( P s P 2 q G( P 2 s F . .
 .Accordingly, F is a holomorphic idempotent of B and R s F B .
The next theorem follows from Theorem 3.3 and addresses the converse
to Lemma 4.1.
THEOREM 4.2. E¤ery holomorphic retract of B containing 0 is the graph
of a holomorphic function with terms only of degree G 2 whose domain is the
open unit ball of a closed subspace of A and whose image lies in a comple-
mentary subspace that is the kernel of a norm 1 projection of A onto the
domain space.
Proof. If R is a holomorphic retract of B such that 0 g R , then there0 0
 .is a holomorphic idempotent F: B “ B such that F B s R . Let P s0
 .  .DF 0 and D s P A . Then P is a norm 1 projection of A by Proposition
 .  .1.2. Examine the proof of Theorem 3.3 to see that F B s F ( P B s R .0
 .Using the decomposition F s P ( F q I y P ( F with I as the identity
 .operator, F ( P s P q I y P ( F ( P follows from Theorem 3.2. Let G s
 .  .I y P ( F. Since P ( I y P s 0, the range of G lies in ker P. Given any
 .x g R , x s Px q G Px follows from the identity of F ( P, and therefore0
R is the graph of the holomorphic function G: B l D “ B l ker P.0
It remains to be shown that G has terms only of degree G 2. As F is an
 .  .idempotent and 0 g F B , we know that F 0 s 0. Thus, since G s F y
 .P ( F, we have G 0 s 0, and
DG 0 s DF 0 y DP 0 DF 0 s P y P 2 s 0 .  .  .  .
by the chain rule.
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For a retract R containing 0, denote the holomorphic tangent space of0
h . h . X .R at 0 by T R : A; that is, x g T R if and only if x s g 0 for0 0 0 0 0
some holomorphic ``complex curve'' g : D “ R , where D : C is a disk0
 .centered at 0 and g 0 s 0. The existence of the tangent space follows
from the fact that R is a holomorphic Banach manifold contained in A.0
 w x .See 10 . The following theorem states that all linear parts of holomor-
phic idempotents mapping onto the same retract have the same image.
THEOREM 4.3. Let R be a holomorphic retract of B such that 0 g R . If0 0
 .F: B “ B is any holomorphic idempotent mapping B onto R and P s DF 0 ,0
 . h .then P A s T R .0 0
 .Proof. Since P s DF 0 is an induced mapping of tangent spaces, it
h . h .  . h .maps A into T R . To show that T R : P A , let x g T R .0 0 0 0 0 0
There exists a disk D : C centered at 0 and a holomorphic function g :
 . X .  .D “ R such that g 0 s 0 and x s g 0 . Let G: P A “ ker P be the0
holomorphic function with terms only of degree G 2 such that gr G s R0
guaranteed by Theorem 4.2. We know that g s P (g q G( P (g . By the
chain rule,
x s g X 0 s DP 0 g X 0 q DG 0 DP 0 g X 0 s Px. .  .  .  .  .  .
 .Therefore x g P A .
We now prove Theorem 1.1.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Let R be as described in the hypotheses. The0
 .  .  .only property listed in a , b , and c that is not given by Theorems 4.2
and 4.3 is that G is uniquely determined by P. This uniqueness follows
from the unique representation of any x g R as a member of A s0
h .T R [ ker P.0 0
 .  .  .The sufficiency of a , b , and c is given by Lemma 4.1 with a subset of
our hypotheses.
 .Now, let R be a holomorphic retract of B. Then R s F B for some
holomorphic idempotent F: B “ B. Clearly, Fy1 ( F (F is a holomorphic
 .idempotent fixing 0 provided that F g Aut B is such that F 0 s a for
y1  . y1  .some a g R. Then R s F ( F (F B s F ( F B is a holomorphic0
 . y1  .retract of B containing 0. This implies F R s F(F ( F B s R.0
Conversely, let R be a holomorphic retract of B such that 0 g R , let0 0
 .F g Aut B, and set R s F R . If F: B “ B is a holomorphic idempo-0
 . y1 .tent mapping B onto R , then R s F( F B s F( F (F B is the0
image of a holomorphic idempotent.
The following theorem and corollary address the question of what
holomorphic idempotents can map onto a given retract. They follow from
h .the decomposition A s T R [ ker P and the nature of G.0 0
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THEOREM 4.4. Let R be a holomorphic retract of B containing 0. If P is0
h . 5 5 h .a projection of A onto T R such that P s 1 and G: B l T R “ B0 0 0 0
l ker P is the unique function determined by P from Theorem 1.1, then a
holomorphic function F: B “ R , where F s P q H and H is holomorphic0
with terms only of degree G 2, is a holomorphic idempotent mapping B onto
<R if and only if H s G( P.R0 0
COROLLARY 4.5. Let F: B “ B be a holomorphic function such that
 .F 0 s 0. Then F is a holomorphic idempotent if and only if
 . h  ..a there exists a unique holomorphic function G: B l T F B “ B0
 .  .l ker DF 0 such that F B s gr G and
 .  . <  .b if H s F y DF 0 , then H s G( DF 0 .F B .
We conclude with an example of a holomorphic idempotent and retract
 .in a C X algebra.
EXAMPLE 4.6. Let P be the projection of Example 2.5. Notice that
 iu .Pf re is exactly the n s 1 term in the Fourier series of the function
iu  iu .e ‹ f re . It is simple to verify that the image of P is the set
< < xP C D s f g C D : f z s za z , a g C 0, 1 , lim ta t s 0 .  .  .  .  . .  5qt“0
X  .  .  . 4  .and that f g C D l H D : f 0 s 0 : ker P, where H D is the space
  ..of analytic functions in D. Define the function G: B l P C D “ B l
ker P by
kik‘ f e rk .
iu k ikuG f re s r e . .  .  k!ks2
It is clear that G satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 1.1. Therefore
F s P q G( P is a holomorphic idempotent with the associated retract
R s gr G, described by
2 kik‘ e a 1rk .
k< <R s g g B : g z s za z q z , .  .  k k k!ks2
xa g C 0, 1 , lim ta t s 0 . .
q 5t“0
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 xLastly, F is explicitly given for r g 0, 1 by
1 2piu i t iuyt .F f re s f re e dt .  .  .H2p 0
k iku k‘ r e 2p i t ikyt .q f e rk e dt . . Hk  /02p k! .ks2
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